
The Incredible Value Of Soundbars 
Ever wonder why soundbars are so popular nowadays? Find out in our 
comprehensive-yet-brief guide. 
 
A gradual loss of hearing is an unfortunate yet inevitable part of life many of us face as 
we age. Despite our best efforts and intentions, parts of ourselves may simply not work 
as well as they once used to.  
Thankfully, we have reached a point where technology can help minimize the effects of 
many disabilities and the aging process. While it is true that there is no perfect artificial 
replacement to the natural thing, modern technology offers solutions to improve overall 
quality of life. 

The Innovation Of Soundbars 

Soundbars aren’t simply for recreating cinematic experiences at home, but can also be 
a vital tool for people who are hard of hearing. Thanks to the latest and greatest 
advancements in audio technology, soundbars not only improve sound quality but also 
tend to feature advanced technology such as enhanced dialogue clarity and noise 
cancellation.  

SONOS 

Founded in 2002, Sonos has continued to push the boundaries of innovation in wireless 
and smart speaker systems for homes. Their flagship offerings are two premier 
soundbars, the ‘Arc’ and ‘Beam,’ as well as a home theatre system called ‘Playbase.’ 
These premium products are among many complimenting wireless audio products 
offered by the company. 
The company partners with many top of the line music providers such as Spotify, 
Pandora, and Amazon Music, just to name a few. These products also feature Google 
Assistant, Amazon Alexa, and Apple Siri integration for enhanced interactivity. You can 
also connect your Sonos devices together throughout your home, allowing you to play 
the same music in each room. 



 
The Arc by Sonos represents the latest in soundbar innovations and technology, 
featuring 11 digital amplifiers, eight elliptical woofers, and three silk dome tweeters that 
give this masterpiece perfectly tuned high definition acoustic sound. Its sleek design 
blends in perfectly with the rest of your entertainment system. 
Sonos introduced capacitive touch controls with the Arc, offering unmatched 
convenience and advanced functionality. The Arc comes standard with a power cable, 
an optical audio adapter, a quickstart guide, an HDMI cable, as well as product 
information and a comprehensive manufacturer warranty. 
If you’re looking to expand your entertainment system further, Sonos also offers an 
array of complementing audio products such as home theatres, subwoofers and 
surround sound systems. Additionally, they’re so confident in the quality of their 
products they offer a full 100-day money-back guarantee. 

Vizio 
Vizio claims to be the leading TV and Soundbar Brand in the US, and for good reason. 
Proudly equipped with Dolby Atmos and DTS:X, the company’s latest offerings provide 
the most excellent audio available on the market today. The company even offers three 
premier soundbars as part of their main set of offerings. 
 



 
‘Elevate’ is their flagship product, featuring 18 high-performance speakers but comes 
with a premium $999 price tag. The ‘M-Series’ and ‘V-Series’ a bit more modestly 
priced, starting at $149.99 and $179.99, respectively. The company also has additional 
products such as woofers, subwoofers, tweeters, and surround sound systems to 
enhance your home entertainment system further. 

LG 
LG, one of the top electronics brands in the world, is known for innovation in the 
television industry as well as being a producer of premium soundbars. Harnessing 
innovations such as Dolby Atmos and DTS, LG soundbars offer multi-dimensional, 
high-quality audio. 
Their high-resolution sound systems offer a proper cinematic experience, allowing you 
to hear subtle notes and other sounds you would never notice on standard stock 
speakers. Featuring the latest Meridian audio technologies, their upfiring height 
speakers can be controlled via your Google Assistant for a more personalized and 
controlled experience. This convenient integration allows you to comfortably sit back in 
your favorite chair and let your smart device do the work for you!  



 
Another key product to consider is their premier SN10YG, featuring AI Sound Pro, 
which delivers optimal sound settings by way of adaptive sound control. LG also offers 
the SN11RG at the higher-end of things and the SN8YG and SN9YG as more 
affordable budget options. 

Richsound 

Richsound Research offers a vast array of versatile product options, all of which 
produce exceptional sound quality. Harnessing the knowledge from nearly two decades 
of experience in the audio industry, the company actively researches and continuously 
adapts the latest audio advancements and technology to provide robust and affordable 
products for their customers. 

 



You can choose from a range of detachable, vertical standing speakers and 
multi-purpose and multi-feature horizontal speakers. Their robust soundbar offerings 
feature options that offer an array of functionality, such as phone charging, alarms, 
music players, radios, and clocks. Richsound Research continues to push the envelope 
of what soundbars are capable of. 

Still Not Convinced? 

Soundbars offer some of the greatest audio innovations available, allowing you to hear 
nuances and other subtleties that may be missed due to gradual hearing loss or partial 
deafness. While aging can be difficult at times, it doesn’t necessarily have to be 
uncomfortable or tedious in all respects. Modern technology helps you to live a more 
comfortable and productive life despite some of the hurdles that come with growing 
older. 
Recent advancements in audio technology allow you to listen to crystal-clear audio at a 
distance without risking additional harm to your hearing. Now you can once again enjoy 
your favorite movies and television shows without needing to blare distorted sound 
through the standard speakers built into your TV. 
A soundbar is a perfectly wise and sound investment for anyone currently facing 
difficulties from hearing loss, or those simply looking to improve their home 
entertainment system. These powerful, all-encompassing multi-functional sound 
systems are a great addition to your home and will help improve your overall quality of 
life in several ways. 
 


